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D ata is exploding around us. According to Harvard Business Review, we 
are creating 2.5 exabytes (billion gigabytes) of data every day.1 Every 
hour of that day, Walmart handles more than 1 million customer 

transactions and generates more than 2.5 petabytes (2560 terabytes) of data — 
the equivalent of 167 times the information contained in all the books in the US 
Library of Congress.2 Facebook stores 300 million uploaded photo images each 
day. And the volume of business data worldwide doubles every 1.2 years.3

This data explosion has created a new term in the IT industry called Big Data.
Big Data presents a huge opportunity for businesses to use data more effectively
to improve their market understanding, competitiveness, and operational 
efficiency. Due to the complexity in managing and moving larger quantities of 
data, this can be a disruptive change across many industries; however businesses 
that become experts at using Big Data will thrive in the new era.

Gartner, the world’s leading information technology research and advisory 
company, defines Big Data as follows, “Big data are high volume, high velocity, 
and/or high variety information assets that require new forms of processing to 
enable enhanced decision making, insight discovery and process optimization.”4 
The volume, velocity, and variety of data in the Big Data era fundamentally 
require new approaches and supporting technologies. In addition, privacy and 
usability of big data are two important requirements that present significant 
challenges.

Big Data Processing
Most Big Data implementations unfortunately focus on just the Analysis/ 
Modeling phase. While this phase is crucial, it is of little use without the other
phases being optimized for Big Data. In most implementations, the other phases 
still rely on previous generation technologies, impacting efficiency, performance, 
and scalability of Big Data Systems. 

In this paper, we will focus on the Data Acquisition/Recording phase and discuss
how managed file transfer technology can be applied to this phase of Big Data
implementations to significantly improve reliability, efficiency and results. We’ll 
focus on this specific phase, as it is the first phase of the processing pipeline 
and any efficiency gains obtained in this phase will have a cumulative effect on 
subsequent stages.

Introduction to Big Data: 
The Information Age

The Analysis of 
Big Data Involves 
Multiple Steps:
1.  Data Acquisition / 
     Recording

2.  Extraction / Cleaning

3.  Integration / Aggregation

4.  Analysis / Modeling

5.  Interpretation
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Five Big Challenges: How Things Get 
Tough in Data Acquisition and Recording

1. Big Data from Many Source
It is common for Big Data implementations to process data 
from many different sources. For example, let’s use data 
collected about air quality in a particular city at a particular 
time. Terabytes/petabytes of data from other devices such as 
sensors, websites, mobile phones, and remote databases might 
also be used to provide a larger picture of the air quality 
impact with regards to the heart rates of local residents, 
traffic patterns, economic activity, and mapping/satellite 
imagery.

2. FTP vs. MFT
Most current implementations of Big Data use rudimentary 
technologies like FTP-based scripts to collect and distribute 
data. The fundamental flaw in this approach is the lack of 
reliability. On one hand, while Big Data projects require 
massive investment in processing capabilities to analyze huge 
datasets, the lack of a reliable data collection and distribution 
technology method significantly reduces the benefits 
achieved. It is estimated that FTP fails 8% of the time, 
even under regular loads, and does not scale well beyond 30 
connections. Scripts can detect FTP exceptions and enable 
retries for more normal loads. Big Data typically involves 
large-scale transfers over a highly distributed infrastructure. 
Investing in enterprise-class Managed File Transfer (MFT) 
technology can provide a guaranteed-delivery framework.

3. Parse and Filter
A significant amount of data collected from a variety of 
sources in Big Data projects is of limited interest and can 
possibly be filtered and/or compressed to reduce the cost 
of implementation, making the analysis more efficient. 
The key requirement with this approach is that the parsing 
and filtering has to be done “in-line” so that the data can 
be reduced in the acquisition phase, since storing first and 
reducing afterwards makes the process inefficient.

4. Metadata
Another significant opportunity is to add metadata to 
describe the type of data recorded and how it is recorded 
and measured, since details regarding specific experimental 
conditions may be required to be able to interpret the data 
correctly. Adding metadata can make the process significantly 
more efficient in the later stages of Big Data processing when 
data needs to be aggregated in a structured form suitable for 
analysis.

5. Securing Data
 Ensuring privacy and security of data is a big concern. 
Certain industries such as Power Generation, Healthcare, 
and Financial Services have strong regulatory mandates on 
data privacy and security. In other industries, even if data 
regulations are less restrictive there are often serious business 
concerns regarding the security of the data. Further, there 
is a growing public concern regarding inappropriate use 
of personal data, particularly through linking of data from 
multiple sources. This means that data needs to be secured, 
not just the database. The requirement to secure data begins 
right from the first stage of the processing pipeline. 
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ABig-Data ready MFT solution will not only provide the much needed reliability for large-scale data transfers, it 
also will have the ability to do in-line parsing for filtering, meta tagging, and securitization of data. Cleo MFT for 
Big-Data has enabled organizations to benefit from the advantages of extreme reliability, high scalability, and the 

ease of installation and implementations. 

Several Cleo key items to look for in your Big Data MFT solution include:

Cleo Solutions:
Managed File Transfer for Big Data

 • The ability to handle Big Data transfers, including 
seamless integration with Hadoop and other HDFS.

 • A large number of protocols to ensure connectivity with 
multiple data collection sources.

 • Support for PGP and other advanced data securitization 
technologies.

 • Checkpoint/restart capability for assured delivery and 
efficient transfer.

 • The ability to parse data “in-line” for filtering and 
tagging.

 • Dashboards and analytics for intelligent analysis and 
rapid root cause determination.
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O ne of the largest telecom carriers in the world implemented a Big-Data project to create new service plans and 
reduce revenue leakage. Their existing data collection infrastructure was incapable of reliably handling the data-
load anticipated from this project.

Case Study:
Telecom Carrier

Business Drivers
 • Create new service plans by analyzing user trends for 

upsell and cross sell
 • Stop revenue leakage due to lost usage data 

Business Benefits
 • Grow market share with ability to cross sell and upsell 

new offerings
 • Significant improvement in revenue collection 
 • Improved customer satisfaction through best-fit plans

Cleo Unique Differentiators
 • Reliable movement and tracking of terabytes of big data
 • Integration with thousands of switches across multiple 

locations 

Cleo Solution
 • Multiple Cleo tiered hubs communicating with hundreds 

of switches 
 • Interoperable with myriad switch providers
 • High Availability (HA) architecture
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O ne of the largest agribusiness firms in North America was faced with the Big Data challenge of exchanging a 
complex array of documents between various applications internally and with external partners, suppliers, and 
customers. The quantity of documents was doubling annually as the success of their e-business program was 

gaining traction. They had outgrown their service providers and business continuity plans. Further, the documents within 
some of the transaction types had grown in two orders of magnitude, thereby choking some of the infrastructure and 
slowing all processing down.

Case Study:
Manufacturing

Business Drivers
 • Improve cycle times of transaction execution
 • Improve relationships with suppliers and customers 

Business Benefits
 • Increase traffic volumes and document sizes
 • More reliable solution with customer control
 • Improved transaction cycle times and visibility

Cleo Unique Differentiators
 • Better document tracking and governance capabilities
 • Ease of new connection on-boarding and change 

management 

Cleo Solution
 • Several highly equipped Cleo Big Data MFT servers
 • Advanced document tracking capabilities with dashboards
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B ig Data implementations can be broken into several pipeline stages, with the Data Acquisition/Recording stage being 
very crucial for improving reliability, efficiency, and security of the entire implementation. An FTP-based scripts 
approach to data collection is unreliable and inefficient as data gets bigger and connection complexities grow. Cleo 

Big-Data Managed File Transfer solutions provide a guaranteed delivery framework for Big Data, while providing in-line 
filtering, data tagging, and data securitization. Select a Big Data MFT solution that will meet your current and future needs 
by understanding important selection criteria.

Summary
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